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56 2. Poorhouses, Paupers, and Tramps 

agents of the Society for Organizing Charity, and the Sullivans' story 
shows their vantage point, too. Interestingly, it resembled the Sullivans' in 
some ways: a day-to-day struggle to keep the family afloat, an attempt to 
tap into the welfare network in the most effective way. For charity agents, 
too, successful action meant knowing how to read the system. 

Still, there are other important issues to investigate. The Sullivans' story 
takes place in the early twentieth century, when a welfare network of sorts 
already existed. How did it develop? Only part of welfare was aid to 
people in their homes. Most nineteenth-century welfare reformers wanted 
to put dependent people in institutions, and they built many of them. Who 
actually ended up in poorhouses, insane asylums, and penitentiaries? The 
new institutions all reflected assumptions that denied that dependence 
was a normal, structural aspect of working-class life. Instead, welfare 
reformers attempted to use institutions and social policy to place the poor 
and helpless outside the ordinary working class, to define them as a special 
class joined together by the individual weakness and inferiority of its 
members. 

Thus, part of the story of welfare is tracking the history of institutions 
and social policies and their interaction with the lives of working-class 
people. This involves finding out who exactly the inmates of institutions 
were, whether they were there for the reasons reformers and admin
istrators predicted, and what role various policies actually seemed to play 
in the lives of the poor. We already know enough to anticipate discrep
ancies between the interaction of institutions and inmates, on the one 
hand, and the ideology of dependence, on the other. The question is the 
nature of the distortion, its origins, and its significance. 

To begin to unravel these complex matters we need to turn to data that 
complement the Sullivans' story, material that extends farther back in time, 
covers large populations, and makes possible the comparison of ideas with 
demographic patterns and institutional results. For this purpose, only 
broad demographic studies of selected populations will do. This is what is 
offered in the four case studies that follow. They begin with the most hated 
and despised of institutions, one probably dreaded by the Sullivans: 
namely, the poorhouse. However, even though the pages that follow 
translate the lives of the very poor into statistical patterns, the Sullivans 
must not be forgotten. Their history should always be a reminder of the 
day-to-day suffering and struggle that is abstracted in the demography of 
dependence. 

PART I 

From Family Refuge to Old Age Home: 
The Demographic History of the Erie County, 

New York, Poorhouse from 1829 to 1886 

There is no written history of poorhouses. The recent rediscovery of the 
institutional past has focused primarily on reformatories, penitentiaries, 
mental hospitals, and schools. An energetic group of medical social 
historians is starting to rewrite the history of general hospitals. But little 
attention has been paid to poorhouses. Eric Monkkonen has compared 
prisoners and paupers in mid-nineteenth-century Ohio; David Rothman 
wrote about the origins of almshouses in 17ze Discoven; of the Asylum, 
although he did not mention them in his second volume on the 
Progressive era; a few as yet unpublished dissertations have dealt with 
poorhouses. This is about the total of the treatment of poorhouses in 
contemporary historiography. 1 

Yet, poorhouses were at least as ubiquitous and important as other 
institutions in nineteenth-century America. The debate on outdoor relief, 
so widely written about in England, had its counterpart in America, where, 
to take an example, it began in Philadelphia in the late eighteenth century 
and remained a controversial issue through the early twentieth century. In
deed, in its transfiguration into debates over public welfare, outdoor relief 
remains very much a live issue today. Within the debate the poorhouse 

1Eric H. Monkkonen, The Dangerous Class: Crime and PoverhJ in Columbus, Ohio, 1880-1885 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975); David J. Rothman, The Discovery of the 
Asylum: Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic (Boston: Little, Brown, 1971); Priscilla 
Clement, "The Response to Need: Welfare and Poverty in Philadelphia, 1800 to 1850" (Ph.D. 
dis·s., University of Pennsylvania, 1977); Stephen Edward Wiberley, Jr,, "Four Cities: Public 
Poor Relief in America, 1700-1775" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1975); Charles E. 
Rosenberg. "From Almshouse to Hospital: The Shaping of the Philadelphia General 
Hospital," Health and Socieh;, Vol. 60: no, 1 (1982) pp. 108-154. Especially useful on the 
development of relief in Buffalo have been two unpublished essays by Charles L Bland, 
"Institutions of Charity in Jacksonian Erie County: 1829-1861" (History Department, SUNY 
Buffalo, June 1975) and "Public Relief in Erie County: 1861-1896" (History Department, 
SUNY Buffalo, July 1976). 
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p1ayed a critical role because it was seen as an alternative to outdoor relief. 
Poorhouses were created not only to alleviate distress but also to 
discourage pauperism. When relief was available solely within poor
houses, argued their proponents, only the most helpless and destitute 
would apply for assistance, and the ablebodied shirkers who sustained 
themselves through public generosity would find jobs rather than face the 
deprivation and degradation of the poorhouse. In this way, the poorhouses 
established in early nineteenth-century America were as much reform 
institutions as penitentiaries, reform schools, and mental hospitals:· Only 
they were expected to accomplish their goals not by reforming the 
characters of their inmates as much as through their deterrent effect: the 
stimulus to work-and so, indirectly, to character improvement-that they 
would provide. Of course, poorhouses did not work in the way their 
sponsors intended any more than did other nineteenth-century institu
tions, and they served multiple, sometimes unanticipated functions. 
However, they did affect large numbers of people. 2 

In fact, it must be remembered that in terms of conta~t with the people, 
poorhouses were among the most important nineteenth-century residen
tial institutions, touching far more lives than did reformatories or mental 
hospitals. Consider some statistics from New York State in 1900. In that 
year the New York House of Refuge for Women had, on the average, 279 
inmates, the House of Refuge for Men, 801. Private mental hospitals took 
in 585 patients; on October 1, 928 remained within them. The state mental 
hospitals admitted 4862 and, again on October 1, 22,088 remained. By 
contrast, during the same year 85,567 people were supported in city and 
county almshouses, and on October 1 the number remaining was 13,846. 
Thus, although more inmates remained in mental hospitals, many more 
people actually spent time in poorhouses. The difference in the number 
actually resident at any one time reflects the longer term custody of most 
mental patients. The institutions most like the poorhouse in terms of the 
relation between intake and average population were the city and county 
jails (not the penitentiaries) and the hospitals. On October 1, 1900, city and 
county jails held 8032 prisoners, although in the course of the year they at 
some point housed 110,453 people. The county penitentiaries, again on 
October 1, had 2186 inmates compared with the 11,756 whom they 
received during the year. By contrast, the state prisons held. 3375 on 
October 1 but received only 1732 during the year. Hospitals also treated 

2For a discussion of the functions of poorhouses and poor relief in general, see Frances Fox 
Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Functions of Public Welfare (New York: 
Random House, 1971). 
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many patients for short periods. During the year the state's hospitals 
treated 86,985 patients, of whom 6128 remained on October 1.3 

Clearly, poorhouses were major institutions, second only to jails in the 
number of people received during the year. (The poorhouses, it must be 
emphasized, dealt with only a fraction of the people receiving relief; 
during the year 209,092 received outdoor aid from public sources.) Yet, 
little is known about either their role or their clients. The image of 
poorhouse inmates generally has reflectM contemporary stereotypes of 
paupers. Those who found themselves in poorhouses, it as been assumed, 
have been the most helpless and degraded poor, unwilling and unable to 
survive by their own efforts. Demoralized and incompetent, they sank into· 
the poorhouse, where they lived the rest of their lives dependent upon the 
generosity of the public. This, of course, is a serviceable image. It has 
worked to reinforce the stigma attached to poorhouses and to make them a 
source of dread among the working class, a stimulus to exertion and self
sufficiency. But recent historiography has made it abundantly clear that the 
image of poor and dependent populations rarely has coincided with their 
actual demography and that clients have used institutions and organiza
tions for their own purposes, shaping them sometimes in ways quite at 
variance with the intentions of their sponsors. In actual practice, then, the 
roles of social institutions have been complex, not easily deduced from the 
statements of sponsors or administrators. There is no reason to suspect 
that poorhouses and their inmates will be any different: In fact, as I will 
show, the history of poorhouse populations reveals the same tension 
between image and demography and the same complexity of role as does 
the history of mental hospitals, school systems, or reform schools.' 

One key question about poorhouses is, Who used them? What kil)ds of 
people entered and how long did they stay? Did the populations of 
poorhouses come from a degraded lumpen proletariat, or are they better 

3These figures are derived from Thirty~third Annual Report of the Board of State Charities of the 
State of New York (Albany: James Lyon, 1901); Sixth Annual Report of the State Commision of 
Prisons for the Year 1900 (Albany: James Lyon, 1901); and New York State Commission in Lmraet; 
Twelfth A111111al Report, October 1, 1889, to September 30, 1900 (Albany: James Lyon, 1901). 

4For example, see the discussion of the magistrate's courts in Michael B. Katz, Michael J. 
Doucet, and Mark J. Stern, 111e Social Organization of Early Industrial Capitalism (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982), pp. 228-240; the uses of Victorian culture by the 
workjng class as described by Robert Q. Gray, The Labour Aristocracy in Victorian Edi11boro11gh 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1976), pp. 136-143; and the comments on the uses of the 
juvenile court in Steven L Schlossman, Love and the American Delinquent: The Tiieory and 
Practice of "Progressive" Juvenile Justice, 1825-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1977), p. 148. 
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2For a discussion of the functions of poorhouses and poor relief in general, see Frances Fox 
Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Fimctions of Public Welfare (New York: 
Random House, 1971}. 
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One key question about poorhouses is, Who used them? What kiryds of 
people entered and how long did they stay? Did the populations of 
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3These figures are derived from Thirty-third Amwal Report of the Board of Slate Cliarities of the 
State of New York (Albany: James Lyon, 1901}; Sixtli Annual Report of the State Commision of 
Prisons for the Year 1900 (Albany: James Lyon, 1901}; and New York State Commission in LunaciJ 
Twelfth Annual Report, October 1, 1889, to September 30, 1900 (Albany: James Lyon, 1901). 

4For example, see the discussion of the magistrate's courts in Michael B. Katz, Michael J. 
Doucet, and Mark J. Stem, 111e Social Organization of Enrly Industrial Capitnlism (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982), pp. 228-240; the uses of Victorian culture by the 
working class as described by Robert Q. Gray, The Labour AristocraCIJ in Victorian Edinboro11gl1 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1976}, pp. 136--143; and the comments on the uses of the 
juvenile court in Steven L Schlossman, Love and the American Delinquent: The 111eon; and 
Practice of "Progressive" Juvenile Justice, 1825-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1977), p. 148. 
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thought of as part of the working class? Were poorhouse inmates 
demoralized and helpless or casualties of social inequality and economic 
development? Did most people who entered poorhouses remain there for 
the rest of their lives? The answers to these questions will provide a first 
step in a reconsideration of the role of poorhouses in American social 
history. 

Questions about the composition of poorhouses can be answered only 
through a reconstruction of their populations. This is what this part offers 
for one poorhouse, the Erie County, New York, almshouse, between its 
opening in 1829 and 1866. In 1824 a committee of the New York State 
legislature, known as the Yates Committee, had reported on the problem 
of outdoor relief and the administrative difficulties posed by New York's 
complex system of poor law administration. Its major recommendation 
was the establishment of poorhouses in each county of the state. Within 
several years most counties, including Erie, had complied with the report's 
recommendation. Subsequent legislation called for the administration of 
most county poorhouses by a superintendent of the poor elected annually. 
The superintendent also gave outdoor relief, and within most towns 
outdoor relief was given, as well, by elected overseers of the poor, 
popularly known by the older title of poormasters. 5 These statements 
about the administration of relief are only a general and rough outline of 
the poor law. General statements are difficult to make because legal 
arrangements for relief varied greatly from county to county, and, even 
more, local behavior did not always conform to state law.6 

Only three pieces of legislation seriously affected poorhouses until the 
end of the 1880s. The first was the 1873 legislation concerning state 
paupers. Troubled by the influx of foreign paupers without legal 
settlement, the legislature designated certain poorhouses as recipients of 
state paupers. Paupers without a legal settlement in any town were to be 
sent to one of these and their expenses paid by the state rather than by the 
county. Erie County was one of these poorhouses. Second, an attempt to 

5On poor relief in New York State, see, Martha Branscombe, T11e Courts and the Poor Laws in 
Netu York State, 1784-1928 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1943), and David M. 
Schneider, The Histon; of Public Welfare in New York State, 1609-1866 (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1938). 

6The variation in local provision for poor relief can be seen by inspecting the annual figures 
on a county-by-county basis as reported in either the annual reports of the secretary of state 
on _poor relief or in the annual reports of the Board of State Charities. The discussions of the 
superintendents and overseers of the poor, as reported in the proceedings of their annual 
conventions, which started in 1870, are also full of comments on local variations and on the 
complexity of the law. 
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remove the chronically insane from local poorhouses began in the early 
1860s. Its first major achievement was the creation of the Willard Asylum, 
to which all of the chronically insane were supposed to be sent. The 
asylum, however, was not large enough, and some counties, including 
Erie, were allowed to operate facilities for the chronically insane on behalf 
of the state until the 1890s, when legislation required their removal to 
enlarged state facilities. In terms of its impact upon poorhouses, the m~st 
important legislation was the so-called Children's Law of 1875, which 
required the removal of all children between 2 and 16 from poorhouses 
and their transfer to orphanages or other institutions designed especially 
for children. Children under 2 were permitted to remain if their mothers 
were residents, a regulation introduced because of the substantial numbers 
of unmarried, mothers in poorhouses. Although the act of 1875 funda
mentally altered the demographic composition of poorhouses and fostered 
the growth of orphanages and related institutions, the attempt to remove 
children from poorhouses had started prior to its passage and in some 
counties, including Erie, already was well under way. 

7 

AGGREGATE TRENDS IN 
POORHOUSE COMPOSITION 

Between its opening in 1829 and the end of 1879 approximately 46,400 
people entered Erie County's poorhouse (see Table A.1). The fewest, 212, 
entered in 1830 and the most, 1727, in 1874 as a result of the depression 
that began in the previous year. During the same period the county's 
population grew from about 35,700 to 220,000. T-hus, only a translation of 
nuinber of entrants into rates shows the actual trends in poorhouse 

size.8 

With a few notable exceptions, the rate of poorhouse entrance remained 
generally stable throughout the period (see Figure 2.1 and Table A.1). 
Beginning at about 8.5 per thousand of the county's population, it rarely 

7 On the act of 1875, see David M. Schneider and Albert Deutsch, T11e Hisfon; of Public 
Welfare i11 New York State, 1867-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1941), pp. 60-

71. 

BThe source of this analysis is the registers of the Erie County Almshouse, which are still 
housed in the institution, now renamed the Erie County Home and Infirmary. 
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Figure 2.1. Entrants to Erie County, New York, Poo•house, 1829 1879 
population. ' - : Rate per 1000 

fell below 5 per thousand or rose over 10. During the early 1830s, the rate 
rose o~er 9 per thousand, peaked at 9.66 in 1836, and then returned to 
approximately 6 per thousand during the late 1830s and early 1840s. The 
most dramatic change occured in response to the immigration of the late 
1840s and eady 1850s. Although we lack data on the late 1840s, the annual 
entrance rate m the early 1850s was consistently above 10 per thousand, 
reach'.ng 20.34 m 1854. From this peak the rate fell consistently to a mere 
4.19 m 1861. Durmg the Civil War the rate rose slightly but never 
exceeded 6. per thousand. Only an increase to 8.88 per thousand during 
the depres~10n of the 1870s interrupted the rate's general stability. Slightly 
different figures compiled by the State Board of Charities confirm the 
general stability of the entrance rate. The "average" number of individuals 
supported m the poorhouse during each year. generally fell between the 
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Civil War and the turn of the century. During the depression of the 1870s 
the rate rose to 4.14 per thousand and then declined, continuing to drop 
even during the depression years of the 1890s, when it reached 1.41 in 
1894 and 1.71 in 1896. 

The trends in poorhouse admission did not reflect a decline in poverty 
within the county, as figures showing the numbers receiving outdoor relief 
reveal (see Figure 2.2 and Table A.2). The rate, which far exceeded the rate 
of admissions to the poorhouse, remained generally stable between 1870 
and 1875, when it more than doubled in 1 year from 20.7 to 50.4. After 
reaching a peak of 64.9 in 1876, the rate underwent a secular decline 
during the late 1870s and early 1880s, paralleling the rate for indoor relief. 
However, in contrast to the population of the poorhouse, the number of 
individuals on outdoor relief exploded during the 1890s, rising from 7.7 
per thousand in 1892 to 29.6, 16.3, and 28.4 during the middle years of the 
decade. Thus, different factors affected the rates of indoor and outdoor 
relief. In a time-series analysis, year by itself accounted for only 1.2% of the 
variation in admission to the almshouses but 9.5% of the variation in the 
rate of outdoor relief. 

In one important way the experience of the 1890s did not repeat that of 
the 1870s. During the earlier period the average amount of relief given to 

Recipients per 1000 population 

Dollars per recipient -O o:-~c'"',---~;!:~~-"'~~~co-~~o~-N~~~"-~~"'~-co~~~o,---~N~~-"~~"' 
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Figure 2.2. Recipients of outdoor relief per 1000 population and dollars per recipient: Erie 
County, New York, 1870-1896. 
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individuals had risen from a little over $10 to nearly $22 in 1874 (see 
Figure 2.2 and Table A.2). By contrast, the welfare "reform" movement of 
the next 2 decades succeeded in reducing the average amount of relief 
from around $10 in the late 1870s to $7 or $8 by the early 1890s. Indeed, as 
the number of individuals on relief rose during the 1890s, the average 
amount of relief declined to only $6.20 in 1894. This contrast between 
trends in indoor and outdoor relief shows that relief was not simply an 
automatic response to need. Rather, the politics of relief during this period 
make abundantly clear the interconnection of relief with a number of other 
factors: the electoral ambitions of politicians; movements for municipal 
reform; and the ability of the poor to manipulate welfare practices in their 
own interest. The expansion of outdoor relief during depressions and the 
stability in indoor relief, taken together, show that the former was more 
easily influenced by political and social factors. Patterns of seasonality in 
poorhouse entrance point to the same conclusion. 9 

Historians and economists have demonstrated the seasonality of need in 
the nineteenth century fairly well. Especially in a port city such as Buffalo, 
the closing of shipping and the lack of outdoor work during the winter 
caused a decline in casual labor, which led in turn to great hardship among 
the poorest members of the working class. Thus, one should expect 
poorhouse admissions to rise during the winter. Although this sometimes 
happened, the connection between seasons of the year and poorhouse 
admissions was surprisingly weak.10 

Here the relation between entrance and seasonality is expressed by an 
index in which 100 means that one-twelfth of the inmates entered during a 
particular month (see Figure 2.3 and Table A.3). Index figures above 100 
reveal months of heavy entrance, below 100, of light entrance. Individuals 
entered often in December and January. Yet, entrance was relatively Jaw 
during the harsh months of January, February, and March. Indeed, the 
index for February, 77, was the lowest of any month. 

During the half century from 1829 to 1879, significant changes occurred 

90n welfare during depressions, see Leah H. Feder, Unem~ployment Relief in Periods of 
Depression (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1936). 

lO An excellent discussion of the effect of seasonality on labor is in Gareth Stedman Jones, 
Outcast Lo11do11 (London: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 33-51. Buffalo, of course, was a 
Great Lakes port and very much affected by the weather, especially in winter. On some of the 
problems in Buffalo in the late nineteenth century, see Brenda K Shelton, Reformers in Search 
of Yesterday: Buffalo in the 1890's (Albany: SUNY Albany Press, 1976). For a general economic 
history of Buffalo, see Mark J. Stern, "The Demography of Capitalism" (Ph.D. diss., York 
University, 1979). 
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Figure 2.3. Index 
of entrants per month: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 1829-1871. 

in the pattern of seasonality. In the 1830s and 1840s, people entered t~e 
oorhouse most often during the late summer and fall. Durmg mi -

~entury late fall and early winter were the periods of greatest entrhy. 
. fi from the depresswn of t e 

However the most puzzlmg gures come h f h . t 
1870s with one exception, between 1874 and 1879 the mont o. eav1;s 
entra~ce was either April or May. Between 1872 and 1876 the mdex or 
these months was 158 and 125; between 1877 and 187_9 it was 203 and 112. 
During these years, as will become evident later m this chap_ter, very large 
numbers of young men entered the poorhouse for short periods of ~1me. It 
may be, then, that the spring entrants were young men out !ookmg for 
work and out of money. As ablebodied strangers'. they may have been 
considered ineligible for outdoor relief and forced mto the poorhouse for 

short periods until they found work. 

Descriptions of the Erie County Poorhouse 

I have found no descriptions of the Erie County Po~rhouse during its 
early years. However, within about 25 years of its foundmg, it had bec~-m~ 
a foul and dangerous place. In the early 1850s the Ene Co~nty Me 1ca 
Society attacked the poorhouse, pointing out its extraordmary rat~ of 
mortality. In 1848, 1 out of every 6 persons re-ceived in the poorhouse died; 
in 1849, 1 out of 8. And 6 years later, in 1854, the number had been 
reduced to 1 in 9.16. But this figure still was higher, even, than that for 
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major hospitals. In New York Hospital during the same year the mortality 
rate was 1 m 11.125; in Charity Hospital, New Orleans, 1 in 11; in 
Pennsylvania Hospital, 1 in 11.87; and in the Quarantine Hospital, New 
York, during the "ship-fever of 1847" it was 1 in 16. "The whole policy of 
the Poorhouse," complained the editor of the Buffalo Medical Journal, "is 
niggardly a~d mean. Cheap provisions, cheap doctors, cheap nurses, 
che_ap med1cmes, cheapness everywhere is the rule, forgetting that higher 
policy which fmds true economy in a humane policy." The reason for the 
high mortality, according to one observer, "aside from insufficient 
ventilation and other causes incident to the construction of the bui]ding," 
was "the diet of the house-a diet which exceeds, in its accurate estimate of 
the starvation point, anything which Dickens ever described." Here is a 
description of the diet and of other aspects of care within the insti
tution: 

~reakfast-A piece of bread about 5 inches square by 3/4 of an inch thick, a 
httle salt pork with coffee, made from barley, and sweetened with the 
cheapest of molasses. Dinner-Same as breakfast, minus the coffee. Sup
per-Bread and tea. 
Once a week mutton soup. 

As to quality, the nurse in charge of the children said that the bread was 
never sufficiently baked, and was frequently so sour as to curdle milk On 
rolling it in the hand it worked up into dough very readily. No butter is given 
on the bread. 

The pork was rusty, and slippery necks and shoulders. For a few days back 
they had had some mutton served out. The ration for the day was seen; 
about two ounces (bone and all) being given to each. 
~egetables-?uring three or four months of winter and spring none were 
given out. This was owing to the high price of potatoes, but no substitutes, 
such as beets, carrots or turnips were provided. Since the appearance of 
cholera, no vegetable of any kind. As a consequence of this beautiful 
management there has been one death from scurvy, (a disease hardly ever 
known except in ships on long voyages,) and four other cases are now in the 
house .... 

T~e nursing is done by a sore-legged Irish pauper, who takes especial care 
of h!s ~ellow countrymen, at the expense of French or American paupers. 

V\.e I~tended to speak of the ventilation, but we are sick of the subject. 
S~ffice It .to s~y that the ground flom is on a level with the earth, paved with 
bncks, laid d1rectly upon the clap; that all the dining, cook and wash rooms, 
are on this floor; and that the steam and stench of all the household offices 
find vent only through the joints of the floors above-none of the ceilings are 
lathed and plastered; and the foul odors of the basement ascend to the fourth 
story. There is not a hall in the building; and the ventilators connecting with 
the fl~es are perfect shams. Throughout the whole house there is a sickening, 
decaymg odor. All these remarks apply to both buildings alike .... 

Part I. From Family Refuge to Old Age Home 

Here are more than three hundred paupers kept in a foul, ill-ventilated 
building, on a diet which will just keep the wheels of life in motion. 

For month after month the thing has gone on, producing its legitmate and 
murderous results. Lying-in women have died of fever, leaving their 
children, and the numerous foundlings brought to the house, to die of 
starvation together. Brought there as bright, healthy infants, these little 
offsprings of misfortune and crime have scarcely an average of four weeks of 
like in this great lazar house. Older children become idiotic, dwarfed, 
inanimate; and men and women die from a hundred diseases, written down 
upon the case-book with Latin names, but which might be better called 
starvation. 11 
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Within a couple of years the physicians' campaign was successful. The 
old building, fortuitously, burned down, and a new one was completed.in 
1856. According to a select committee of the state senate that visited 
"Charitable Institutions supported by the State, and all city and county 
poor and work houses and jails," the new house, "kept in a clean and or
derly condition," was a great improvement. The poorhouse was located 
about 6 miles north of Buffalo. It consisted of two buildings, one used for 
the poorhouse itself and one for the insane. The "main structure" was 
"sixty-five feet front, octagonal in shape, with wings extending 255 feet." 
Attached to the poorhouse was a 153-acre farm. The house had 34 rooms, 
or wards, "well warmed by stoves and partially ventilated." As many as 30 
paupers occupied each ward. Men and women were partially separated 
during the day and completely at night. The staff consisted of six keepers, 
three men and three women, and the poorhouse supported an average of 
300 paupers a week at cost of $1 each. A teacher was employed all year for 
the school, which averaged 45 children. Children were kept in the 
poorhouse until the age of 16, when they were bound out by the 
superintendent. A physician, paid $400 per year, visited the poorhouse 
twice a week, and a student physician lived there full time. Despite its 
improved facilities, there w·ere "no arrangements for bathing.u The insane 
asylum, built of limestone, was two stories high, 60 by 30 feet. It was 
described by the state senate committee as 'commodious, cleanly and well 
kept." The insane received "good care" and were "classified according to 
their different stages of insanity." The editor of the Erie County Medical 
Society's journal confirmed the improved conditions, which he attributed, 
with no modesty, to the efforts of the county's regular physicians: 

It is necessary, to the proper understanding of this marked reduction in the 
mortality of the Erie County Poor-House, to state that, during the two years 

11 811/falo Medical Journal 12 (1856): 184-186. 
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past, great reforms have been introduced into its construction and its entire 
sanitary arrangment. To this, and to the succession of hvo healthy seasons, is 
due, as we believe, the diminished mortality of the Poor-house. The history 
of that reform constitutes one of the most interesting features in the history 
of the Buffalo Medical Journal. 12 

However, by the late 1870s conditions had again deteriorated, although 
not, it would appear, to their previous level. The "provision made for the 
dependent classes, by this county," reported William P. Letchworth in 
1878, "can not be said to be in keeping with the intelligence and liberal 
spirit of its people." Letchworth complained, first, about the quality of 
construction and ventilation. There was "no air space between the stone 
and the plaster, the plaster being laid directly upon the solid masonry, thus 
creating an unwholesome atmosphere within, nor was any plan for 
ventilation considered in its construction." Nor was the site of the 
poorhouse well chosen. The supply of water was not adequate. The "barns 
and out buildings, except the horse stable, are not as good as the average 
buildings of that class on farms in the country. To reach such of these 
buildings as are located rearward, in wet weather, must be by walking 
through the mud." 13 

Nor was Letchworth pleased with the administration of the poorhouse. 
By failing to make ablebodied paupers work, the poorhouse keeper was 
neglecting opportunities for both moral instruction and a reduction in the 
public funds necessary to run the institution: 

During the late fall, winter and early spring, there is always a large force 
sufficiently strong to do out-door work, who are sitting idly in the men's 
sitting room, in total mental stupor . .. who should be continually employed, 
if for no other reason than for the benefit of the moral influence inculcated 
by systematic labor . ... Upon a visit made during the winter months, a few 
years ago, it was estimated that there were about two hundred men in the 
poor house who might under a proper system do a fair day's work. 14 

The appearance of poorhouses, stressed Letchworth, varied with the 
season. He contrasted the image of the" average poor house after its spring 
house-cleaning" with its picture during the winter. In the spring the 

12Buffa/o Medical /011rnal 13 (1875): 377-381. 
13"Report on Charitable Institutions Eighth Judicial District," in Eleventh Annual Report of the 

Board of Stale Charities (Albany: Weed Parsons, 1878), p. 297. 

14Ibid., p. 298. 
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poorhouse looked almost inviting "with its open windows through which 
the summer air and sunshine is streaming, with the ghmpse of the green 
fields without, or when it has been thoroughly renovated by the white
washing of its various apartments." By contrast, later in t~e year, the p~or 
house was forbidding "when the foul air must be shut m to economize 
fuel when the basement walls are streaked with trickling drops of 
moisture when the institution is crowded with inmates, oftentimes sitting 
in the m~st listless idleness, their looks indicating a painful mental vacuity, 

t n 15 
without employment or amusemen . . . 

Letchworth was reporting during a period of reform. Durmg the year m 
which his report was published, Brooklyn abolished outdoor relief, and 
Buffalo established the first Charity Organization Society in the Umted 
States. As it applied to the very poor, the reform campaign had a number 
of components: eliminate or drastically reduce outdoor rehef; mtroduce 
systematic visiting of the poor by representatives. ~f t~e affluent; remove 
children from poorhouses; improve the class1ftcatton of poorho~se 
inmates; eject the ablebodied from poorhouses and make any ablebod1ed 
person who remained within them work; and introduce better venttlat10n, 
construction, and diet. By 1893 some of these goals had been reached 
throughout the state, according to Oscar Craig, president of th_e State 
Board of Charities. The horrible conditions in poorhouses publicized by 
the second report of the state board in 1868, wrote Craig, largely had been 
eliminated. Over the "chaotic conditions" prevailing in 1868 "the broodmg 
spirit of humanity, evoking order and reforms and remedies,'~ h~d been 
generally successful. The one exception was the failure to classify mmates 
properly. For in most poorhouses only the sexes and the v:;Y sick w_er_e 
separated. This, however, was not so much the f:ult of mal-admm1-
stration" as of the "bad construction of old bmldmgs. What Craig wanted 
were regulations that would protect the "cleanly ~gainst the filthy .. : the 
morally clean against the defiled and the corruptmg, an_d ... the refmed 
against the vulgar and the brutal." Still, the abl:,bod1ed pauper had 
"practically ... been excluded from the poor-house ; children generally 
had been removed; and special institutions for the blmd, deaf, feeble
minded and insane had been founded. 16 State policy, in short, was 
attempting to reshape poorhouses into homes for the elderly and infirm. 

15[bid., p. 315. 
16Qscar Craig." American Administration of Charity in Public Institutions," An1111al Report of 

tlie Stage Board of Cliarities (Albany: James Lyon, 1893), pp. 14-15, 39. 
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To some extent the result of this policy can been seen in the demography 
of the Erie County Poorhouse. 

The Charactertistics of Poorhouse Inmates 

There were four eras in the demographic history of the Erie County 
Poorhouse between 1829 and 1886. Until the 1840s the population 
included many families and a high proportion of native-born inmates. 
With the entrance of large numbers of Irish-born people in the 1840s, the 
poorhouse was used less often by families. During the Civil War the 
proportion of young men dropped sharply, and many more unmarried 
young women entered. After the war the proportion of children and 
women in the poorhouse began to decline, and the proportion of elderly 
people to rise. However, throughout these years a variety of types of 
people continued to use the poorhouse, which was a complex institution 
whose demography reflected the recurrent crises in the lives of the 
nineteenth-century poor. 17 

First consider the age-structure of the poorhouse (see Figure 2.4 and 
Table A.4). Note the drop in the proportion of inmates less than 14 years 
old. The proportion generally hovered around 30% until 1865-1869. 
Between those years and 1870-1974, it dropped from 32% to 13%. After 
the passage of the Children's Act in 1875, it dropped still further to 3% in 
1875-1879, from which it rose to 6% between 1880 and 1886. The 
proportion of women (as will be noted) also increased slightly during the 
latter years. Together, the slight rise in the proportion of women and 
children points to the use of the poorhouse as a home for unmarried 
mothers and as a maternity home for single young women who were 
pregnant. 

There never were very many inmates between 15 and 19 years old, only 
around 4-6%. The proportions in the most productive years of young and 
middle adulthood, 20-29 and 30-39, remained about 20%, and about 10-
12% of the inmates during each period were in their 40s. Just why roughly 
40% of the poorhouse population was between 20 and 39 is not clear. Very 
likely, many of them were unable to work because of physical or mental 
illness. Others probably were unable to find work Certainly, the 
poorhouse sheltered many young men for short periods, especially during 
depressions. The number of 20-29-year-old men in the sample increased 

17
For an example of the role of crisis in the lives of the poor, see the case study in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 2.4. Proportion of inmates aged 0-14 and SO+: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 
1829-1886. 

from 122 in 1870-1874 to 541 in 1874-1879 and then dropped back to 89 
between 1880 and 1886. Similarly, the number of 30-39-year-olds rose 
from 118 to 303 and then dropped to 69. The one group whose proportion 
of inmates rose steadily was the elderly. Their share of the poorhouse 
population rose from 9% in 1829 to 15% in 1855-1859; after the Civil War 
it hovered around 20% until 1880-1886, when it increased to 37%, a 
reflection of the partially successful policy of transforming poorhouses 
into old age homes. 
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The proportion of women (see Figure 2.5 and Table A.5) rose from 
about 30% in the poorhouse's early years to 40% by the Civil War. On 
account of the problems of women during the war, it increased to about 
47% between 1860 and 1864 but dropped back afterward to about 22% in 
1870-1874, 12% in 1875-1879, and 28% in 1880-1886. Females were a 
substantial share, around 40%, of the inmates under 15 years old. 
Therefore when the proportion of child inmates declined, the share of 
women dropped as well. Before the Civil War a little over half of the 
adolescent inmates were women; that proportion rose to 71 % during the 
war, probably because of increased pregnancy among unmarried women, 
the decreased availability of marriageable men, and the widowhood of 
soldiers' wives. Roughly the same pattern marked the share of 20-29-
year-olds: During the war 66% were women, and until the 1870s at ]east 
half were women. Except for 1853-1854 and the war years, women were a 
minori_ty among the 30-39- and 40-49-year-olds, and they always made up 
a relatively small share, 10-25%, of inmates 50 years old and over. 

Thus the overall drop in the proportion of women was an artifact of the 
decline in the proportion of children. It had two components: first, the 
departure of young girls, and second, the departure of the mothers of 
children over 2 years old. We do not know where destitute women with 
fami,lies went for help. Perhaps they received outdoor relief or sent their 
children to orphanages. The question is important, but at this stage we can 
do little more than speculate about the answers. The rise in the proportion 
of women inmates during the Civil War also probably had two parts: The 
first was a combination of the number of men away at war and the 
increased availability of work fo:r; men; the second, which again is 
speculation, is a probable rise in illegitimacy. Finally, there always were 
more elderly men than women in the poorhouse. This is because children 
appear to have been more willing to take in their elderly mothers than 
their fathers and because public officials and private philanthropists gave 
outdoor relief more readily to women than to men. 18 

The nativity of pborhouse inmates reflected both the economic re
sources of different groups and changing patterns within Erie County (see 
Figure 2.6 and Table A.6). When Irish immigration increased in the 1840s, 
the proportion of native born declined. It dropped from over 55% in 1829 
to 44% in 1835-1839, 40% during the 1840s, 10% between 1853 and 1854, 

180n an explanation for the greater number of women in poorhouses, see Mary Roberts 
Smith, Almshouse Women: A Study of Two Hundred and Twenty-eight Women in the CihJ and County 
Almshouses of San Francisco, Leland Stanford Junior University Publications in History and 
Economics, vol. 3 (Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford University, 1896) p. 26. 
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Figure 2.5. Proportion of females among 
inmates: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 
1829-1886. 

and 22% from 1855 to 18~9. It rose slightly during the Civil War and, 
again, when the children of immigrants began to enter the poorhouse in 
the late 1870s. Of course, the proportion of Irish increased, rising from 
about 16% in 1835-1839 to 40% in the years before the Civil War. During 
these years the Irish born made up about 17% of Buffalo's population and 
a much lower proportion of the population of the rest of the county. After 
the Civil War the proportion dropped as immigration slowed. The 
proportion of Germans was high, around 35% only in 1853-1854 and in 
1855-1859, 22%, when German-born people made up about 40% of 
household heads in Buffalo. Other immigrant groups made up smaller, 
shifting proportions of the inmate population. 

Among all nativity groups the proportion of elderly ( over 60 years old) 
increased (see Table A.7). However, it was especially low among the U.S. 
born: only about 10% in 1870-1886, compared with 24% among the Irish 
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Figure 2.6. Proportion foreign born among 
inmates: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 
1829-1886. 
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and 25% among the Germans. It was low, too, among the Canadian and 
British born. Natives and British immigrants, who had had better jobs, 
probably were more often able to support themselves in old age; the 
natives may have had more kin nearby and the Canadians may have 
returned home in old age. The proportion of young children in the 
poorhouse was especially low among the Irish and Germans. This is 
because many of the native-born children actually were the children of 
immigrants. 

As the poorhouse residents became predominantly foreign born, 
families entered together much less often. Could it be that during its early 
history the poorhouse was more a communal institution, neither terrifying 
nor strange, a refuge during periods of crisis? Then, as it grew much larger 
and the nativity of its inmates changed, it became increasingly alien, a 
place for strangers who were, literally, starved to death. In this way, with 
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the poorhouse the cycle of reform to custody that characterized mental 
hospitals, reformatories, and penitentiaries may have been transmuted 
into a shift from refuge to horror. 

Two trends reflected the decline in families: the drop in both the 
number of children and in the number of inmates entering with relatives 
(see Figure 2.7 and Table A.8). The decline in relatives took place in stages. 
The proportion dropped from about 38% in 1839 to 10% in the 1850s. It 
rose slightly during the Civil War and dropped afterward to about 7% in 
1865-1869 and 3% or 4% thereafter. Although this drop was due largely to 
the removal of children who had entered with their parents, it began prior 
to the decline in the proportion of young inmates. Thus it reflected the 
changing character of the poorhouse: its less frequent use as a family 
institution after the 1830s. 
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Figure 2.7. Percentage of inmates entering with 
relative: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 
1829-1886. 
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From the earliest years men were less likely than women to enter the 
poorhouse accompanied by a relative (see Figure 2.8 and Table A.9). 
About 30% of men entered with a relative until the end of the 1830s and 
about 20% in the next decade. However, more than half of all women 
entered with a relative until the end of the 1830s. Again, the 1840s were 
the first major turning point in the demographic history of the poorhouse. 
Between 1853 and 1886 women continued to enter the poorhouse with 
relatives more often than did men (see Figure 2.9 and Table A.10). For 
example, 15% of women 60 years old or over, compared with 3% of men 
were accompanied by relatives. Differences were also striking among 
younger people. About 10% of the 15-19-year-old women and 3% of the 
men and 17% of the 20-29-year-old women and 1% of the men had 
relatives in the poorhouse. Among these younger women, the relatives, of 
course, most often were children. Their presence underscores the 

Figure 2.8. Proportion of inmates 
entering with relatives by sex: Erie 
County, New York, Poorhouse, 
1829-1844. 
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Figure 2.9. Proportion of inmates entering with 
relatives, by age and sex: Erie County, New York, 
Poorhouse, 1853-1886. 

continued use of the poorhouse as a home for unmarried mothers and a 
maternity hospital. After the passage of the Children's Act a steep decline 
took place in the proportion of women entering with relatives until the 
1880s, when it began to rise slightly. As noted already, this increase 
probably points to a rise in the use of the poorhouse as a maternity 
hospital. It may, in fact, reflect an increase in illegitimacy within the 
county. 

When they made up a substantial share of the poorhouse population, 
native-born people often entered with relatives. For example, 46% of the 
New England born entered with relatives in the 1830-1834 period. As the 
poorhouse ceased to be a family institution and as the share of foreign 
born increased in the 1840s, native-born inmates began to enter with 
relatives much less often. In 1855-1859 only 19% of the native-born 
inmates were accompanied by kin. 

After the 1820s and prior to the Civil War the Irish entered the 
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poorhouse with relatives much more often than did the Germans. For 
example, in 1840-1844, 20% of the Irish and 11 % of the Germans had kin 
in the poorhouse. In 1853-1854 only 5% of the Germans were accom
panied by relatives. Perhaps the Germans were more able or willing to 
care for their dependent countrymen and women. With the exception of 
the Germans, there were few nativity differences ih the proportion of 
women enterting the poorhouse with relatives (see Table All). The 
German share was characteristically low. 

With multivariate analysis it is possible to sort out more precisely the 
characteristics of people entering the poorhouse with relatives (see Table 
A.12). 

19 
Between 1829 and 1844, when 35% of inmates entered with a 

relative, young children were especially likely to have been accompanied 
by kin. During the teen years the probability dropped to about 20%, and 
among people in their 20s and 30s women were more likely than men to 
enter with a relative, surely a reflection of the problems of young women: 
r:egnancy without marriage, abandonment, and widowhood. No nativity 
differences had a significant effect on the likelihood that an inmate had 
entered with a relative. Nativity distinctions apparent in cross-sectional 
analysis reflect differences in other factors, notably age and sex. 

The chances did vary, though, by year and month. They declined from 
42% in 1830-1834 to 28% in 1840-1844. People were especially likely 
(52%) to enter with relatives in January, undoubtedly on account of 
seasonal unemployment among desperately poor families. Of course, in 
1853-1886 the proportion of inmates who had entered with relatives 
dropped dramatically from 35% to 7%. Young children were the most 
likely to be accompanied by kin, but the odds had diminished sharply. 
Though fewer in number, young children now were likely to enter alone. 
They were, that is, more often orphaned or abandoned. This new pattern 
highlights the shift away from the poorhouse as a family institution. 
Women were still more likely than men to enter during their 20s and 30s, 
though the figures dropped dramatically from the earlier period. Even 

19
The Multiple Classification Analyses (MCAs) were done with the SPSS program. 

Norman H. Nie el nt., SPSS: Stalislical Package for the Social Sciences (New York: McGraw~Hill, 
1975), pp. 409-410, 416-418. We used two MCAs, one for the 1829-1844 years and one for 
1853--1886. The dependent variable was dichotomous: entrance with a relative. The factor or 
independent variables were age and sex (combined into one variable to account for 
interaction); birthplace; year of entrance; month of entrance; and, in the later period, cause of 
entrance. 
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elderly men were still much less likely than women to enter with relatives. 
The. influence of place of birth on the likelihood that an inmate had 
entered with a relative remained insignificant, but the influence of year 
rose during the Civil War, for reasons that already have been discussed. 
Those who entered on account of "family disruption" had the greatest 
chance (19%) of entering with a relative, a finding that is not surprising. 

No occupation was listed for most adults, and for those with an 
occupation most men were laborers and most women were domestics (see 
Table A 13). Unfortunately, the cause of entrance also was not an 
especially useful characteristic. It was not given at all prior to 1853, and 
after that time it was stated in a vague manner (see Table A.14). However, 
there were a few patterns. More men (41 %) than women (28%) were 
recorded as destitute. However, the cause of entrance was not given for 
47% of the women. Men more often than women were noted as suffering 
from a specific illness, and women more frequently were listed with a 
moral or criminal reason for entrance (10% compared with 2%). Moral 
causes were given especially often (in 18% of cases) during the Civil War, 
a reflection of problems already discussed. No cause for entrance was 
given for two-thirds of the inmates less than 5 years old; for 10% of 
them the reason was "family disruption." Among 20-29-year-olds, 42% 
were listed as destitute and 22% as sick. Moral causes were relatively high 
among them (7%), as well. By contrast, moral causes were given for only 
3% of people over 60 years old. Of these, 39% were destitute, and 12% 

· were noted as suffering from a chronic or general illness. Causes began to 
be recorded more specifically in the 1870s, when, on account of the 
depression, the proportion of "destitute" increased from 44% to 64%. 

One of the most important questions is how long people stayed in the 
poorhouse. Was it a place where the old, sick, and helpless went to live 
until they died? Or was it a short-term refuge for people in trouble? To 
what extent did it combine both roles? The first observation to be made is 
that the proportion of short-term residents was very high (see Tables A.15 
and A.16). Of the inmates, 20% between 1829 and 1844 and 29% between 
1853 and 1866 remained in the poorhouse less than 1 week; in the same 
two periods, 20% and 15%, respectively, were there only between 1 and 3 
weeks. Thus, 40% of the inmates between 1829 and 1844 and 44% 
between 1853 and 1886 were in the poorhouse for at most 3 weeks. In fact, 
during the earlier period 60% and in the latter 55% were there for 6 weeks 
or less. Clearly, for many people the poorhouse was a place of temporary 
refuge during crises or times of unemployment, not a permanent home. 
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However, about one-fifth to one-quarter remained there for a year or 
more, as best we can determine. 20 The elderly remained longest. About 
30-33% were in the poorhouse more than a year. A substantial fraction of 
the youngest, between 20% and 30%, stayed for a year, too. Conversely, 
the youngest and oldest were the least likely to be short-term residents. 
Between 1829 and 1844 there was not much difference in the length of the 
residence of other age groups. However, in the 1853-1886 period 25-29-
year-olds stayed at the poorhouse, by and large, briefly. Fifty-eight percent 
stayed less than 3 weeks. In the same years half of the 30-year-olds were 
there less than 6 weeks. In the earlier period no significant differences in 
length of residence separated nativity groups, but in the later period the 
native born were the most likely to be in the poorhouse for 3 weeks or less. 
Throughout both periods women were less likely than men to stay in the 
poorhouse for only 1 week or less (see Figure 2.10 and Table A.17). 
However, this is about the only difference of note between sexes. In the 
second period, 1853-1886, it was the people who entered with relatives 
who were more likely to remain for more than a week. Of those who 
entered with kin, 14% stayed 3--6 months, compared with 8% of those 
without relatives. Short-term residence (under 3 weeks) was highest 
during depression years, 52% between 1835 and 1839 and 56% from 1875 
to 1879 (see Table A.18). The proportion of long-term (over 1 year) 
residents (who were, recall, often elderly) rose from 29% in 1840-1844 to 
35% in 1880-1886. These relations between length of stay and time period 
point to both the use of the poorhouse as a temporary refuge during 
depressions and its increasing role as an old age home in the latter part of 
the century. 

Once again, we can sort out the relative influence of various factors on 
length of residence with a multivariate analysis (see Table A.19). 21 As with 
the analysis of relatives, the influence of birthplace, apparent in cross
sectional analysis, disappears with other factors contro1led. However, the 
influence of age remains very strong. People in their teen years were 

201t is hard to be exact about this figure because length of residence could not be computed 
for some people. Each year the names of residents who had been inmates during the previous 
year were entered in a new register. Their date of departure was supposed to be recorded in 
the register for the year in which they had entered the poorhouse, but often it was not. 
However, everyone entered as a continuing resident had been in the poorhouse for at least 
some part of each of 2 years. Therefore, we have considered them long-term residents (a year 
or more) for purposes of this discussion, although their exact numbers are given in 
disaggregated form in the tables. 

21 In this instance, we partitioned length of residence into four categories: less than 3 weeks, 
3 weeks to 6 months, over 6 months, and indeterminate. 
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Figure 2.10. Length of residence, by sex: Erie County, New York, Poorhouse, 1829-1844. 

unlikely to have been long-term residents. In 1829-1844 young men were 
much more likely to have been in the poorhouse for 3 weeks or less than 
were women. The odds that a 20-24-year-old man would have been a 
short-term resident were 43%, compared with 23% for women. Despite 
the problems of underemployment, men could find work much _more 
easily than could women, and this made it possible for them to stay m the 

h . d 22 poorhouse for s orter per10 s. . . 
People stayed in the poorhouse for short periods durmg depress10ns. 

The odds that someone would be there less than 3 weeks were 50% in 
1835-1839 and 48% between 1875 and 1879. Between 1829 and 1844 

22The proportion of employed women in Buffalo was quite low by comparison with other 

cities. 
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those people who entered the poorhouse in May were most likely (76%) 
to be short-term residents, as were those between 1853 and 1886 who 
entered in April (66%). Least likely to be short-term residents in either 
period were those people who entered in November and December. 
These figures show that young men looking for work stayed briefly at the 
poorhouse in the spring. whereas others, out of work for the season, 
entered in the winter. 

.Thus there were four major influences on length of residence: age, sex, 
year, and month. Those most likely to stay only a short time were young 
men temporarily out of work Young women could leave less easily 
because they often had children and, as well, because it was more difficult 
for them to find work. During depression years more people than usual 
had to enter the poorhouse for short periods. Otherwise, length of 
residence varied with the season. Many people who were on the road 
looking for work stayed for a short time in the spring; others came to 
spend the winter. And the chronically sick and elderly often stayed until 
they died. 

CONCLUSION 

The major trends in the demographic history of the Erie County 
Poorhouse are: 

1. The shift away from the family institution associated with the 
changed nativity of the inmates. Natives not only used the poorhouse 
less but also less often used it as a family refuge in times of crisis. 

2. The decline in the number of childen. This began prior to the 
Children's Act of 1875 and was a result of public policy. The relation 
of this shift to the development of orphanages in Buffalo should be 
studied. 

3. The greater proportion of men among all inmates except children 
and, especially, the elderly. Families more often took care of their 
elderly female kin, which is a pattern that deserves much more 
exploration by historians of the family. 

4. The effect of the Civil War. Young men went off to war or found jobs 
more easily. Therefore, they entered the poorhouse less often. Young 
women, by contrast, faced a number of problems that led more of 
them to the poorhouse than in any other period. 

5. The effect of depressions. During periods when employment was 
scarce, larger numbers of young men entered the poorhouse. 

6. The short-term residence of most inmates. Many people used the 
poorhouse as a temporary haven during periods of distress. 
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7. The increasing proportion of elderly inmates. The poorhouse was 
becoming an old age home. 

8. The rise in the number of women and children in the 1880-1886 
period. Even as it became an old age home, the poorhouse was also 
used more frequently as a home for unwed mothers and a maternity 
hospital. It is possible that this reflected a rise in illegitimacy. 

Despite the wealth of data in this chapter, important que_stions about the 
poorhouse remain unanswered. It is not at all clear, first, 1ust how people 
were admitted and discharged. Most, we presume, came and went 
voluntarily. But were there criteria for admission? Were some_ people 
refused? Did political patronage play a role? None of these quesl!ons can 
be answered at present. Second, we know relatively little about the 
internal routine and discipline practices within poorhouses. There are 
some hints in the descriptions given earlier in this chapter. But we have no 
systematic information on how they changed over time. Poorhouses were 
supposed to be unpleasant; the poor were supposed to dread them. But it 
is not clear whether inmates simply were given inadequate food and 
unhealthy surroundings or whether they were at some periods forced to 
work hard at jobs, such as breaking stone, as well. Nor is it clear what the 
poorhouse was like during its early family era. Whether_ the description of 
its horrors during the 1850s represents a degenerat10n from a_ better 
condition is not known. I suspect that a deterioration began with the 
increase in Irish inmates during the 1840s, but at the moment we have no 
way of confirming this supposition. Finally, we know very little about the 
people who ran poorhouses: Who were they, what were their careers like, 
how were they appointed? 

Nonetheless, a number of important trends in the history of the 
poorhouse now are clear. If nothing else, this account makes clear that 
poorhouses have a history that should be studied and that poorhouse 
inmates do not match their stereotypes either in the past or present. The 
poorhouse was a complex institution. Its history reflected chan~ing ethnic 
relations and the cyclical nature of the economy. Its occupants, m general, 
were not passive, degraded paupers who drifted into poorhouses, where 
they lived out their lives in dependent torpor. On the contrary, most 
remained only for a short period. Whatever the official purposes of the 
poorhouse, the poor themselves put it to their own uses: in its early years, 
as a short-term residence for native families in distress; and in later years, 
as a place to stay for a while during harsh seasons of the year, unem

i ployment, or family crisis; as a hospital in which unmarried women co~ld 
have their children; and, of course, as a place of last resort for the sick, 
helpless, and elderly. Although legislation created the poorhouse and, as 
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with the Children's Act of 1875, partly shaped its development, its 
demographic history also was made by the poor themselves, who used it 
as a key life support amidst the harshness and unpredictability of existence 
in early industrial Erie County. 

The demographic history of the Erie County Poorhouse also highlights 
important features of both poverty and policy in American history. 
Poverty was a complex condition and poor people a varied group, despite 
persistent ideological efforts to meld them into an undifferentiated class of 
the weak and undeserving. Some destitution resulted from the organi
zation of the labor market: seasonal work, fluctuations in the demand for 
labor, periodic depressions. The poor people created by these conditions 
most often were men on the move in search of work either alone or with 
families and in need of short-term help. At the other extreme were people 
with some sort of disability-victims of industrial accidents, the mentally 
ill, or the chronically sick, for example-whose inability to care for 
themselves brought them to the poorhouse, where they remained for long 
periods of time. Other inmates of poorhouses were casualties of the life
course: widows with young children; young, pregnant women; orphans or 
children of paupers; and, especially, old people without spouses or kin to 
care for them. All of these people could be found together at the same time 
in most large poorhouses during the nineteenth century. 

Public policy, however, sought to turn poorhouses into more specialized 
institutions. Indeed, the creation of poorhouses early in the century 
reflected the same impulse to specialize that prompted the creation of 
mental hospitals, reform schools, and age-graded public schools. After the 
establishment of poorhouses, the two major goals of the drive toward 
specialization were the removal of the insane and young children from 
poorhouses. The latter-which was largely successful by late in the 
century-had two other sources. One was genuine horror at the condi
tions that confronted children in poorhouses. The other, especially in the 
1870s, was the hope of ending what were thought to be cycles of poverty 
by breaking up the families of the very poor. A similar mixture of 
compassion and harshness also ran through the general purposes that 
poorhouses were supposed to serve: deterrence of the ablebodied from 
seeking relief and shelter for the aged. By making relief available only 
inside poorhouses and by stigmatizing their inmates, public policy tried to 
discourage the ablebodied from seeking relief. At the same time, 
poorhouses were supposed to provide decent, if spartan, care for the 
elderly. These objectives conflicted, and, in the end, it was deterrence that 
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won out. Even as poorhouses became old age homes, they retained their 
stigma, partly because of the degraded image of their inmates and partly 
because of their wretched conditions. The care that poorhouses gave 
always was the cheapest possible, and, in the end, it is its mean-spirit~d 
quality that most clearly marks policy toward poor and helpless people m 

America's past. 




